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WELCOME

The primary role of the Trust is to act in the best 
long-term interests of the beneficiaries, the 
employees of Aquascot Ltd. Members of the 
Trust’s Board of Directors carry out this role by 
both setting the long-term strategy, which is 
shaped by the Trust’s purpose and values,  
and ultimately deciding on resource allocation 
across our activities.

Our organisation is employee-owned and our 
employees are Partners. We are learning that this 
powerful model can accelerate opportunities for 
learning and development for all employees, so 
allowing us to serve our customers better. 

The model has also enabled us to face into the 
unparalleled challenges presented by COVID-19 
with confidence and high degrees of safety for  
all Partners.

2021 was the year when Brexit became a reality, 
the world endured a second year of pandemic, 
and the effects of climate change were brought 
home to the people of Scotland as Glasgow 
hosted COP26 in November. Each of these 
factors impacted on our work, as you will read in 
the following pages. 

Our purpose - nurture wellbeing for all - informs 
the way we make the big decisions. Companies 
can no longer aim for unbridled growth. The ways 
our operations have to develop need to take 

account of the impacts we create. Active ambition 
is part of what it means to be a Partner here. At 
the same time, we must find ways to develop 
without adding to the existing problems of waste, 
carbon emissions and biodiversity loss. This is not 
easy, but it is core to the way Trust businesses 
seek to work.

This report is divided into three sections. Firstly, 
we look at who we are, how we work and 
what we do. Well-run businesses can create 
significant value, not only for the owners, but 
for the wider community. We then look at the 
impact our activities have on the environment. 
Our businesses operate in the biological realm 
of animals and plants, requiring us to be mindful 
about the remarkable natural world in which we do 
much of our work. The final section looks at how 
we fit into the communities that host our activities, 
in Alness, Caithness, Argyll and further afield.

I hope you learn something new in these pages 
and I thank you for your interest in the work of the 
Aquascot Trust. 

Dennis Overton 
Chair of the Aquascot Trust

This report creates an opportunity 
for the Trust to report on the work 
our businesses undertook in 2021.
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In 2008, the founders began the journey towards 
employee ownership (EO) as part of the succession plan. 
Having established the business in 1987, the owners 
wanted to ensure that the business remained embedded 
in the Alness community – providing local employment, 
driving growth and playing a key role in the dynamic 
Scottish aquaculture sector. 

A BRIEF HISTORY

It is a requirement that Partner Directors sit on the 
Partnership Council (PC) and are elected to  
serve by their PC peers. The service of an 
external mentor is available to each Partner 
Director. Future Independent Directors will be 
recommended for approval by the Nominations  
Committee of the Board. 

The Board meets quarterly to consider reports 
on the work of the PC, the operating companies, 
and the diversification strategy. The Board 

is responsible for making Group investment 
decisions, with advice and guidance provided by 
Group Treasury.

The Trust Chair meets with the PC regularly, 
allowing the Trust Board to be held accountable 
to its ‘shareholders’. The Trust Chair receives 
guidance and support from the Trust’s Cultural 
Advisory Group.

ROLE OF THE AQUASCOT TRUST

*appointed for 3-year terms 
**appointment linked to qualifying role

CHAIR:  
Dennis Overton*

AQUASCOT LTD CHAIR:  
Simon Fowler**

PARTNER DIRECTORS:  
Nadean Taylor & David Watssman*

INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS:  
Heather Jenkins & Brian Spence*

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS:  
Ian Graham, IHCT CEO** & John Housego, Aquascot Ltd MD**

Currently, the Board has eight members, supported by a Company Secretary, Craig Moffat:

Employee ownership was identified as the best 
strategy, allowing all employees in the business 
to have an input into the future of Aquascot, with 
the aim of creating a workforce of fully engaged 
Partners, who through a vested interest in the 
company, would behave and act as owners.

With this business model, the company used 
its retained profits to buy the shares from the 
shareholders who in turn passed their shares on  
to the specially created Employee Share Trust.  
The Trust owns the shares on behalf of the 
employees. Rather than paying out a dividend, 
Partners can share in the success of the business 
through profit share.

In December 2016 the share transfer programme 
concluded and Aquascot became 100% 
employee-owned. This was a significant milestone 
on the EO journey, with Aquascot becoming 
one of the largest employee-owned businesses 
headquartered in Scotland.

Shortly after our EO journey began, a Partnership 
Council was established. This is an elected body 
of Partners representing the interests of Partners, 
ensuring they have a voice, and encouraging 

them to work by the company’s values and to 
recognise and challenge when principles are not 
being adhered to.

The Partnership Council has been developed over 
the years with elected representatives working 
together to ensure Partners feel and see the 
benefits of being employee-owned. 

   Having a Partnership  
Council which is engaged, 
passionate and feels 
empowered to make positive 
changes was the first step 
towards making Aquascot a 
better place to work.

Included in its composition, the Partnership 
Council has representation from two Partner 
Directors who sit on the Aquascot Trust Board and 
one Partner Director who sits on the Aquascot Ltd 
Board. Partner Directors have the same decision-
making powers as all other Board members that 
are part of these important governance structures.

The work of the Trust is undertaken by a Board of 
Directors. The mandate of the Trust Board was set 
out in the document drafted by the founders in 2008. 
The principal purpose of the Trust Board is to always 
act in the best long-term interest of the Partners.
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This statement is aligned to both our Customer’s 
aspirations to their consumer and to our ambitions 
of environmental progress. In addition to this 
statement of direction, the Leadership Team set 
out six clear priorities and workstreams, termed 
our Mission Pillars: 

Great EO Company
Creating a truly great place to work where each 
and every one of us can grow and develop and 
meet our potential, where we are rewarded for the 
efforts we put in, and where we treat each other 
with respect, kindness and are encouraged to 
meet our potential.

Meet Customer Service Levels
Encompasses activity aimed at improving our 
capability to deliver 100% customer service levels 
(CSL), set expectations on food safety culture 
accreditation and overall quality of our service to 
our Customer. 

Deliver Our Environmental Objectives
During 2021 we established a set of workstreams 
aimed at meeting our ambition of carbon neutrality 
by 2030.

Grow Sales Profitably
Specifies the activity underway to grow our 
business with our Customer through New Product 
Development (NPD), but also exploring other 
channel opportunities. 

Promote Aquaculture Excellence
Aquaculture knowledge is a key service we offer 
to our customer and is of great importance to us. 
Our aim as leaders in the industry is to deliver a 
sustainability agenda, closely aligned to 
our Customer’s.
 
Reduce Our Unit Costs
We continuously improve our productivity using 
both continuous improvement methodologies  
and automation. 

Grow our business by exceeding 
our Customer’s needs on taste, 
quality and value whilst progressing 
on our journey to becoming a great 
carbon-neutral EO company.

The Aquascot Leadership Team has set out the following vision:

Cultural 
Advisory Team

Finance 
Advisory Team

Commercial 
Advisory Team

Partnership 
Council

Group 
Treasury

Aquascot Trust Board

Aquascot Outsource 
 Agreement IHCT

New Wave 
Foods (SHORE)

Bay

Nairnside 
(Property Mgt)

Omega Product 
Development

LEADERSHIP

8
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The Aquascot Trust has, during 2021, re-defined its 
purpose as ‘Nurture wellbeing for all’. One example of 
how this can be interpreted is that we will care for and 
protect the growth of our businesses and the Partners 
that work in them. Another is that we will consider the 
wider impact our businesses have on the environment.

OUR PURPOSE, VALUES & PRINCIPLES

Defining our purpose is important as it gives us 
the reason why the Aquascot Trust exists for the 
long-term, it helps to form its identity and it is 
used to guide our decision making. This work, 
which required a lot of thought and discussion, 
was undertaken by the Aquascot Trust Culture 
Group, and was seen as an important step in the 
progression of the Trust cultural pathway.

The Trust values complement our purpose: we 
are an Actively Ambitious team of Partners, where 
Integrity Matters, who are Naturally Kind and fully 
believe in the Power of Partnership. For each 
value, a series of value sub-statements have been 
established so that we can better understand how 
to deliver the overarching values. The values are 
shown below.

Innovative, ambitious, talented individuals with a 
shared hunger for the growth of our business.

Our people make all the difference to us being the 
best, and our inclusive culture helps us achieve 
better outcomes as individuals and as a team.

Fairness, honesty and transparency are everything 
to us, We always aim to do what is right and what 
fits with our values.

Open-minded Partners working together - respecting, 
listening and empowering each other to achieve  
great things.

Underpinning the purpose and values are eight key principles, which identify our strongest priorities and 
ambitions. These are shown as a “patchwork” highlighting that the Aquascot Trust must consider each 
of these elements when achieving its business objectives.

Nurture 
wellbeing 

for all

We embrace a 
creative mindset

We encourage 
new ideas

We are rooted 
by community

Actively 
Ambitious

Integrity 
Matters

Power of 
Partnership

Naturally 
Kind

We aim for 
lasting relationships

We grow by 
sharing expertise

We live 
our values

We promote 
health

We pursue solutions to 
the climate emergency

Integrity Matters

Power of Partnership

Naturally Kind

Actively Ambitious
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The Aquascot’s business core objective involves servicing 
the needs of our single Customer, Waitrose, in a range of 
salmon and sea-grown trout portions, and a variety of  
value-added products. This Partnership was  
established in 1993.

Aquascot Partners made tremendous efforts throughout 
2021, adapting to the continually changing landscape of 
COVID-19 restrictions and still maintaining production 
volumes for Waitrose.

OUR STRATEGY, INCLUDING DIVERSIFICATION MARKET CONDITIONS IN 2021 

The Partnership has created superior value over 
time to Aquascot, Waitrose and many thousands 
of regular shoppers. For the last six years, since 
moving to 100% employee ownership, the Trust 
has adopted a diversification strategy aimed at 
building the Trust’s resilience. The Trust Board 
created an effective structure to make this a reality. 

The result of that work is our 
current structure, where an 
Investment Holding Company 
of the Trust (IHCT) exists to 
determine and drive the specific 
investment options available.

In the early days, criteria was developed for the 
core competence of business evaluations and 
the specific needs of a business plan. It also 
developed criteria around the type of investments 
to be considered, what levels of risk would be 
acceptable and also created the role of Group 
Treasury. This new function was put in place to 
ensure the protection of the ‘mothership’ Aquascot 
Ltd, and ensure the Group always had the 
appropriate level of reserves and managed  
risk appropriately.  

IHCT exists today with a clear mandate to 
explore, support, and ensure the success of the 
investments the Aquascot Trust makes to develop 
an envisioned group of companies centred in the 

Highlands, operating to the values of the Trust and 
for the benefit of all Partners.  

IHCT and Group Treasury are also deployed 
to test decision making within the Aquascot 
Ltd business as independent peer reviewers. 
This provides support for the executive team 
and provides a constructive challenge to core 
directional choices. Together the due diligence 
mechanisms are much improved, and alignment 
becomes clear as uncertainties and risks are 
uncovered, mitigated and managed. 

IHCT has the responsibility for all new businesses 
in the group, two of which are start-ups in New 
Wave Foods, creators of the SHORE brand 
seaweed business, and Bay, a provider of  
high-quality frozen meals and puddings under 
the brands of Highland Bay, The Scottish Food 
Company and The Highland Cookhouse. The 
IHCT businesses are financed by a mixture of 
shareholder funds (provided by Aquascot to 
support the Trust diversification strategy), external 
investor funds and business loans. Like the 
building of Aquascot, growing the diversification 
businesses to maturity is a long-term process. 
Given time, the aim is that the businesses will 
become self-sustaining and profitable, so that 
the returns can be shared with the Aquascot 
beneficiaries (i.e. the Partners). The team at IHCT 
Ltd welcomes new business ideas from Partners 
to expand on the existing diversification strategy.

COVID-19
On 1st January, Aquascot brought in the new 
year with lengthy discussions with the Highland 
Health Protection Team (HHPT) on the COVID-19 
pandemic. As Aquascot faced into the first cases 
of Partners testing positive for COVID-19, the 
company’s COVID-19 Resilience Team worked 
tirelessly to ensure HHPT fully understood the 
COVID-19 control measures that were in place 
at Aquascot. This result was that Aquascot was 
allowed to continue production whilst maintaining 
the highest standards of Partner protection 
against COVID-19, in contrast to a number of food 
production facilities across the country which were 
forced to close for 10-day periods. This speaks 
volumes about the flexibility of our business. 

COVID-19 continued to dominate the business 
landscape throughout the remainder of 2021. 
All areas of Scotland were under some form of 
tiered restriction throughout the first six months 
of 2021 with the entirety of the country eventually 
moving to level zero restrictions on 19th July. The 
emergence of Delta then Omicron variants meant 
the pandemic continued to loom large in the 
second half of the year. 

Predictably, the changing 
COVID-19 restrictions  
impacted consumer  
behaviour throughout 2021. 

Sales remained buoyant throughout the first six 
months of 2021 and as COVID-19 restrictions 
were eased, sales had a predictable slowdown, 
returning towards pre-pandemic levels.  

UK Economy
The UK economy has faced two other notable 
headwinds in the second half of 2021 – inflation 
and the availability of labour resource. All 
developed economies were in some form of 
lockdown throughout the first six months of 
2021 and as these economies opened up in the 
Summer, demand outstripped supply – causing 
prices to rise and other inflationary pressures. 

Throughout the second half of 2021 there has been 
a structural rebalancing of the labour market. The 
reasons for this are in part due to Brexit, COVID-19 
and furlough support. Traditionally our geographic 
location has shielded us from UK pay pressures, 
but we are now witnessing pay competition at a 
local level and unfilled job vacancies.

The availability of agency resource has all but 
disappeared. This trend is unlikely to be reversed 
and across the Aquascot Group we shall have to 
find ways to work as efficiently as possible without 
resorting to our traditional approach of hiring 
temporary staff to meet peaks in demand or to 
grow our business.
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2021 allowed us to return to hosting on-site audits. 
We had several successful audits during the year, 
achieving British Retail Consortium (BRC) ‘AA’ 
rating and RSPCA Assured accreditation as well 
as maintaining our Soil Association compliance for 
organic salmon supply. 

During a period of significant personnel changes 
in the Commercial and Ethics teams of our 
Customer over the past 12-24 months, we have 
been proactive in forging new relationships. This 
process has gone well, allowing us to play our part 
in influencing future plans. We have created our 
own Environmental & Sustainability workstreams 
to meet the Customer’s areas of focus, from 
food waste to carbon net zero. These ethical 
improvements are not only aligned to our own 
values, but also vital as a strategic supply partner.

Following Partners’ remarkable efforts to meet 
the demand surge throughout most of 2020, 
the forecast volumes for the following year were 
expected to be lower and this materialised in 
2021. Our Finance team have guided us well in 
managing our costs carefully as inflation across 

the supply chains drove costs up; with energy, 
packaging and ingredients costs all seeing a 
significant increase during the year.

It was a successful year for New Product 
Development, with a number of new Value-Added 
Pre-Pack lines being launched. Improved labelling 
and in store communications spoke more strongly 
to the Scottish provenance of our products, 
across both salmon and trout ranges.

Our 2021 seasonal BBQ and 
Christmas products reached 
record volumes, with demand 
exceeding supply for the summer 
ranges, creating opportunities for 
2022. Christmas 2021 demand 
was strong and high service 
levels were achieved, as Partners 
exceeded expectations to deliver. 

Operationally, we faced a constant challenge 
to recruit the right level of seasonal support. 
Through the contribution of Partners, we were 
able to navigate the challenges and still record an 
increase in our year on year Customer Service 
Levels and productivity. The introduction of our 
Process Engineering team in 2021 helped to 

Through our COVID-19 Resilience Team,  
and the diligence of all Partners, we have protected  
each other and, in doing so, protected our business 
throughout 2021. 

AQUASCOT ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2021

focus on our continuous improvement journey. 
Investments this year have mainly focused on 
our Value-Added products site at Riverside, 
with significant changes to the internal layout, 
introduction of new equipment and the creation of 
extended Intake and Tray Wash areas, working in 
close collaboration with equipment manufacturers 
to accelerate innovation. 

Our IT infrastructure has also been a priority – 
with the introduction of the Q-Pulse document 
management system, the development of our 
intranet Aquaspace (all Partners now having a 
Microsoft 365 account) and the preparations 
for a Manufacturing Execution System (MES) to 
replace our current procurement and production 
management solutions, which is due for 
completion in early 2022. 

This work resulted in us achieving the Rural 
Digitisation Award at the SHIREs (Scottish 
Highlands and Islands Rural Economy) in 
November 2021.
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August - December 2021
vs

August - December 2020

Users:

+24.4%
4,079 vs 3,280

New Users:

+21.1%
3,972 vs 3,280

Page Views:

+13.3%  
12,159 vs 10,732

Sessions:

+31.6%
5,559 vs 4,223

Number of  
Sessions per User:

+5.9%
1.36 vs 1.29

GROWING AQUASCOT AS A BRAND

With support from marketing agency FortyTwo, Aquascot’s website underwent an extensive redesign 
and relaunched in 2020, along with a newly updated LinkedIn page. In 2021 we added a Facebook 
page to broaden our reach and communicate with the local community and 10% of our users now 
come from social media. Thanks to our Awards recognition and record volumes, we were also featured 
in various press releases in the Ross-Shire Journal, the Highland Times and some EO publications.

PLATFORM FOLLOWERS - JAN ‘21 FOLLOWERS - JAN ‘22 GROWTH % GROWTH

LinkedIn 3,637 4,182 +545 +15%

Our seaweed business New Wave Foods (SHORE) more 
than doubled its turnover in the calendar year 2021, 
despite challenges presented by COVID-19 and new 
Government legislation in our key product category. 

NEW WAVE FOODS ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2021

IHCT is the major shareholder of New Wave 
Foods, with The Scottish Investment Bank also 
partnering with an important minority stake in the 
business. During 2021 over 400,000 packs of 
SHORE chips were shipped to customers; this 
growth has been driven organically by increasing 
sales to existing customers and by winning  
new distribution.

Major new customers were secured in 2021 in the 
UK, Belgium, Ireland, Switzerland, Poland, Kuwait 
and UAE.

Sales increases with existing customers during 
2021 included a 50% rise in sales with Sainsburys 
in Scotland and a 150% increase in sales to the 
independent trade.

Alongside the branded consumer activities, 
business to business sales during 2021 rose by 
30% aided by a growing range of products from 
our fulfilment centre in Wick, finishing the year with 
49 active customers (14 in Scotland, 27 in the rest 
of the UK, 8 in the rest of the world).

WEBSITE ANALYTICS
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Seaweed Production & Operations 
Wild seaweed harvested along Scotland’s North 
coast rose by 50% to 74 tonnes in 2021. 

Increased knowledge of our 
harvesting sites and the tides led 
to record harvests of Dulse in the 
autumn, which is the species in 
highest demand. 

The SHORE business successfully completed 
audits by the Safe and Local Supplier Approval 
(SALSA) organisation and the Soil Association 
during the year.

Social Media & Brand Ambassadors
Unfortunately, the pandemic restricted 
opportunities to participate in consumer trade 
shows, making social media and PR influencers 
even more important in 2021 to raise awareness 
and encourage the trial of SHORE products. 

In 2021, SHORE achieved 5,737 new followers 
across all platforms, reaching an average  
of 83,888 users per month. 

The leading platform for the brand is now 
Instagram with over 7,000 followers, and the 
business is seeing an average engagement rate  
of 6% (FMCG industry average - 0.8%).
Throughout 2021 we collaborated with over  
60 social media influencers, extending our reach 
to over 1.3m Instagram users across the UK  
and Europe.

PR
During 2021, SHORE featured in major 
publications including Sky News, The Sunday 
Post, The Herald (multiple times), The Grocer 
Magazine (twice), FMCG Magazine, Scottish 
Field as well as Check! And De Markt, Gazet Van 
Antwerpenin Belgium. In 2021 we also filmed for 
the BBC series ‘Inside the Factory’ which we are 
excited to see broadcast in April 2022.

FREE FROM FOOD AWARDS
GOLD 

Category: Snacking 

Seaweed Chips Range

FREE FROM FOOD AWARDS
SILVER 

Category: Sauces 

Seaweed Pesto

FREE FROM FOOD AWARDS
BRONZE 

Category: Innovation  

Seaweed Chips Range

NOURISH AWARD  
WINNER 

Category: Plant Based Product

Seaweed Chips Range

GREAT BRITISH FOOD AWARD   
WINNER 

Category: Best Savoury Snacking Product

Seaweed Chips Range

2021 AWARDS

Awards are a good way for us to establish credibility in the trade for the SHORE brand.
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2021 saw our best ever season for farmed 
seaweed off the coast of Oban, +25% vs 
the 2020 harvest. SHORE also had record 
deployment rates in the Autumn using a 
new farming structure (deployment of 
 400 metres per hour).

SEAWEED FARMING
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Our Group values health and safety first and 
foremost, to ensure that all our Partners 
return home safely each day.

PARTNER WELLBEING

Mental Health
During the pandemic, our Mental Health First 
Aiders have been vital to the wellbeing of our 
partners. Between our Fyrish and Riverside sites, 
we have seven Mental Health First Aiders, who 
have been working to provide partners with a 
private and safe space to discuss any mental 
health concerns. Aquascot has also made 
progress with initiatives to reduce the stigma 
associated with mental health, raising awareness 
with posters, emails, screen information, articles in 
Fish Tales and a Mental Health Booklet.

Looking ahead we plan to increase the number 
of Mental Health First Aiders to 12, emphasising 
the importance of this role and offering a bespoke 
training course and regular team-building events.

COVID-19 Control Measures
• COVID-19 Risk Assessments review  

– currently working on version 18

• Regular walk-arounds, minutes & actions, 
COVID-19 resilience team – weekly meetings

• Daily Teams calls – includes information about 
positive cases, Partners in self-isolation, 
changes in rules

• COVID-19 document updates on COVID rules 
around on site health & safety requirements,  
self-isolation and pay.

• Positive cases – quick response, CCTV role in 
identifying close contacts 

This is a constantly changing situation – so we 
need to monitor guidance/restrictions and take 
into consideration the differences in government 
approaches (Scottish/English/Polish).

Healthy Working Life Gold Award
We have held a gold standard since 2016. It is all 
about showing high standards of health, safety 
and wellbeing in Aquascot (for example this 
includes H&S campaigns, Cycle to Work scheme, 
High Life membership, Charity involvements, 
Stress Risk Assessment).

Bay was our frozen meals and food products 
company which started life in the group as 
Highland Bay in 2016. 

BAY FOOD GROUP BUSINESS CLOSURE 

The brands under this company were 
Highland Bay, The Scottish Food Company 
and The Highland Cookhouse. This business, 
which operates from a base in Dingwall,  
has been developing several ranges of  
value-added food products (using both 
seafoods and other proteins) since 2017 – 
targeting retail and foodservice customers. 
Manufacture of Bay products has been 
undertaken by two contractors in the main: 
Aquascot and RSF, with whom the Bay Board 
has been working increasingly closely over 
the past two years.

Bay’s development has been overseen by the 
Trust’s diversification company, IHCT, which 
is the majority shareholder in Bay. In January 
2021 the Bay Board proposed a further 
investment funding round to IHCT because 

establishing the business was proving 
more difficult, partly due to the pandemic. 
IHCT considered the business case and in 
March recommended that the Bay Board 
receive the investment subject to several 
performance criteria. The Trust supported 
IHCT’s recommendation.

Unfortunately, the Bay Board was unable to 
gain sufficient traction over the subsequent 
nine months and did not meet the financial 
criteria set. The IHCT Board decided in 
December 2021 it was in the best interests 
of the group and Partners to end support 
to the business, requiring the Bay Board to 
close the business at the beginning of 2022. 
IHCT proposed a planned route to close the 
business, which was approved by the  
Trust Board.

Accidents Statistics
There were 20 accidents reported in the financial year (2020/21), which is an increase of two from the 
previous year. We have seen a slight increase in accidents due to the higher volumes / workloads in  
the year but we are addressing this with various initiatives such as morning briefings and increased 
‘toolbox talks’.

Partner Survey
In November, for the second year running, 
Partners were invited to participate in the  
John Lewis Partnership Better Jobs Survey, 
covering Voice, Respect, Health & Wellbeing, 
Reward, Growth, Security, and Job Design. 
Participation was 72%, an increase from 53% in 
the previous year. The results provide a measure 
of year-on-year progress towards becoming a 
great EO business.
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For the financial year ending on 31st January 2021, Aquascot processed a 
record product weight of 3,483 tonnes of finished product – an increase of 
13.6% on the previous year. Turnover at £69m was up by 6.5% reflecting 
increased retail demand and changing product mix as a result of consumer 
buying habits during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Operating performance and efficiency improvements during the year 
contributed to an increase in net profit – net profit achieved was £1.7m 
versus £0.9m in the previous year.

Capital expenditure (CAPEX) additions for the year totalled £856k. Due to 
COVID-19  restrictions an additional £200k of budgeted CAPEX spend 
was delayed until the first quarter of 2021. 

To manage the impact and trading restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the Aquascot Leadership Team met on a daily basis from 16th March 
2020. The purpose of the Leadership Team meetings was to review all 
Government and industry body guidance to ensure Aquascot Partner 
safety and wellbeing was at the forefront of all decisions taken in relation 
to COVID-19. To prioritise Partner safety and wellbeing, the team took the 
decision that should individual Partners be required to self-isolate due to 
COVID-19, then they would remain on full pay and conditions for the  
period of isolation.

In the current financial year to 31st January 2022, Aquascot trading and 
sales volumes had a strong start in the first six months. As COVID-19 
restrictions eased throughout the UK, from August 2021 onwards there 
has been a predictable slowdown in retail sales volume, as consumers 
spend increased amounts beyond the supermarkets.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS OF 2021

2

The business grew its turnover by 187% to £363k for the year ending  
31 July 2021, mainly from the value-added snack range of products.  
This was driven through new retailer accounts.

The gross margin has grown significantly from the previous year due to 
efficiencies in production. The business is progressing towards profit 
generation by 2024. New Wave Foods farming business moves to a  
two-year growth-oriented development phase in 2022.

£69m 
turnover  
(up by 6.5%)

187% 
turnover 

£1.7m 
profit
(after tax)

50%
Acknowledging the different contractual terms across the Aquascot 
Partnership base, the Aquascot Leadership Team made the decision 
that all Partners and directors would move to 50% pay for the duration of 
any enforced COVID-19 shutdown of Aquascot production operations. 
Funding was secured to ensure that sufficient working capital reserves 
were in place that would allow Aquascot to continue to meet all financial 
obligations during an enforced 10-day shutdown. As at March 2022 
Aquascot has managed to avoid an enforced shutdown due to any 
COVID-19 outbreak, and this is due to the diligent work of all Partners.  
Special thanks are given to the Heath & Safety and COVID teams, who 
have been critical to this success.

At the time of publication, Aquascot is consolidating its FY22 year-end 
position ahead of the statutory audit process. Aquascot has delivered a 
solid performance to 31st January 2022 despite tough trading conditions 
and subject to a satisfactory audit report, looks likely to fall only just short  
of achieving the budgeted EBIT target.
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The Aquascot Trust recognises the real challenges posed 
by global heating as a consequence of human activity 
during the industrial era. The Trust accepts that action is 
required now to reduce carbon emissions. Our operating 
companies are assessing how they might become net 
zero businesses by 2030.

WHERE WE OPERATE

Fyrish  
Production Site
Fyrish Way
Alness
Ross-shire
IV17 0PJ

Riverside  
Production Site
1 Averon Way
Alness
Ross-shire
IV17 0PF

New Wave Foods (SHORE)  
Offices
Cromba House
4 River Drive
Alness
Ross-shire
IV17 0PG

New Wave Foods (SHORE)  
Factory
Unit 16C
Wick
Caithness
KWI 4QS
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As part of our ongoing commitment to responsible 
sourcing, processing and overall operation as a business, 
Aquascot’s aim is to become a net zero carbon (or better) 
business by the year 2030. 

ENVIRONMENTAL & SUSTAINABILITY 

Aquascot Environmental & Sustainability Work 2021 

Waitrose have recently developed their Agricultural Strategy which includes the commitment to “make 
greenhouse gas emissions from our UK farms net zero by 2035”. We are committed to support them 
in this goal and have set our own objective of becoming a carbon neutral business by 2030. Our other 
commitments include signing on to WRAP’s (Waste and Resources Action Programme) Food Waste 
Reduction Roadmap.

As part of the initial work to progress these commitments within Aquascot, in 2021 we established an 
Environmental & Sustainability Working Group, consisting of a steering group and several dedicated 
workstreams, as shown in the diagram above. These workstreams include many Aquascot Partners 
to ensure there is cross-departmental representation in each group. In addition, Peter Elbourne, MD 
(Supply & Operations) of New Wave Foods, sits on the steering group to ensure that any learning and 
best practice can be rolled out to the other operating companies as appropriate.

Environmental & 
Sustainability Group

Utilities & 
Water

Food Waste
Reduction

Carbon 
Reduction

Plastics & 
Recycling

Although the working group has made significant 
progress in the few months since inception, 
we recognise that to achieve our objectives a 
dedicated resource and experience is required. 
Specifically, support is required in the independent 
verification of our carbon emissions, the 
development of a route map for achieving net 
zero carbon emissions by 2030 and the creation 
of an annual report from year 2022 (published in 
April 2022 for year 2021). To assist us, we have 
engaged with GEP Environmental to create a 
carbon footprint baseline, as a starting line. They 
will also provide support in the initial stages of 
the journey, and map out a timeframe with target 
milestones.

Waitrose Agricultural Strategy
The Waitrose sustainability ambitions are 
defined in the Agricultural Strategy, within which 
twelve ‘Fish Priorities’ have been identified. The 
Aquaculture team are responsible for realising 
these priorities across our farming partner 
supply chain. Our current workstreams are 
focused on the following: learning how best to 
measure and then reduce carbon emissions; 
performing trials on alternative feed ingredients 
to reduce dependence on finite feedstocks 
with sustainability concerns e.g. fish meal & oil; 
ensuring for key feed ingredients that there is 
full traceability and compliance with sustainable 
sourcing policies (e.g. deforestation and 
conversion free soy, certified sustainable fisheries 
for fish meal and fish oil); researching the potential 
for wider use of trimmings; investigating the 
social impact of farming on fragile communities; 
implementing a ‘living a good life’ initiative to 
create a preventative mindset on managing fish 

health; engaging with third party certifications 
to encourage improvements; and engaging with 
industry leadership and Government regulators to 
encourage the adoption of ‘innovation’ sites.

Our ‘feet on the farm’ 
assessment, unique to 
Aquascot/Waitrose, is the key 
data gathering tool to help 
us understand what are the 
sustainability and husbandry 
issues on which to focus.  
Thirty-seven criteria investigate 
environmental impact, fish 
health and welfare, biodiversity 
management, worker welfare  
and more. 

Six years from its conception and now with at least 
three cycles of farm data, in 2021 we were able, 
for the first time, to trend our results and discern 
patterns of behaviour by farm and by company. 
This has resulted in agreeing a range of action 
plans for change with each farming partner and 
thus our journey to realise the Waitrose Agricultural 
Strategy ambitions continues.

In addition to the work above, as Chair of the 
Waitrose Fish Forum, we support the sustainability 
work being achieved across all fish species 
supplying Waitrose.
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our leaders are prepared to drive change from a 
bottom-up perspective. This is a bold approach, 
which takes time but supports the cultural change 
needed to meet our future growth plans. This 
led to the development of a Leadership Team 
‘coaching network’, supporting the next cohort of 
line managers. This proved to be a very valuable 
reciprocal relationship that is ongoing.

In 2021, the Leadership Programme for our 
senior board leaders continued across various 
departments. These line managers were 
accountable for influencing many Partners. The 
six-month Leadership Programme was specifically 
geared at upskilling managers to become effective 
leaders in terms of understanding themselves, 
leadership styles, behaviours, delegation, time 
management and commercial awareness – all 
of which leads to building more effective teams. 
The feedback was positive, and in September 
2021 the ‘coaching network’ was extended to this 
leadership group to help develop the next set of 
leaders, as well as giving them the opportunity to 
develop their coaching skills. At the same time, the 
second leadership six-month programme began. 
This group catered to a wider group of Partners not 
necessary with line manager responsibilities but 
who were recognised influencers in the business. 
This cohort also included the first ‘Group’ Director, 
a great example of utilising the benefits that can be 
gained under the ‘Trust’ umbrella of companies.

In 2021, Aquascot looked at a new external 
pipeline of talent, through an internship scheme. 
We utilised the Entrepreneurial Scotland’s Saltire 
Scholars scheme. Two undergraduate interns 
undertook a 10-week summer project placement. 
There were two projects, one was the reduction 
of single-use plastic, to support our Environmental 
& Sustainability strategy; the other worked on the 
new MES (Manufacturing Execution System) a 
necessary requirement for our mandatory data 
controls. The projects outputs provided real tangible 
recommendations for 
the business whilst giving 
the two interns real valid 
career experience.

Due to the pandemic, the Kickstart scheme was 
utilised. This is a UK Government incentive that 
supports employers in creating new opportunities 
for 16–24-year-olds. This scheme provided an 
opportunity for young people to work for the 
Group for an initial six months, seeking to build 
the skills, experience and confidence they need to 
find permanent employment and a route forward 
in their career. The Group recruited two Kickstart 
people within New Wave Foods as Production 
Operatives. Within Aquascot – a Finance Assistant 
working on the fixed asset register, and within 
the Technical Department, helping with the 
rollout of the new Quality Management Software, 
which has led to the permanent role of ‘Junior 
Food Technologist’. We have also recruited a 
further Kickstart person into a Health & Safety 
Administrative role. 

Further initiatives during 2021 included Values 
Workshops and supporting Partners in gaining 
professional qualifications through a learning 
agreement scheme.

The result of all the range of initiatives led 
Aquascot to be awarded Gold for Excellence in 
People Development and Bronze for the Open 
University in Scotland Award for SME Enterprise of 
the Year at the SCDI Highlands & Islands (Scottish 
Council for Development & Industry) in June 2021.  
Our journey moves on 
through the continued 
development of 
our people, which 
enables success and 
fundamentally supports 
the development of  
living our values.

To continually improve and properly invest in our 
Partners, the Trust is committed to developing the  
Group as a learning organisation.

OUR PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES

It is recognised across the Group we are at 
different ‘stations’ on that journey, some are more 
advanced than others, however we aim to build 
a company brand of learning and progression, 
so that local people, students and school leavers 
recognise all parts of the organisation as ‘an 
employer of choice’, as a great place to work, and 
one that can provide them with a bright future.

Aquascot, as an employee-owned company, has 
a Partnership Council (PC) who act as ‘the voice 
of the partners’. The PC have an important role, 
part of which is to ensure that the Partners feel 
valued and achievements are recognised. 

In 2020, Aquascot established a system to ensure 
our Partners’ efforts in exceeding yearly, weekly 
and daily production records were recognised. 
This was known as the Reward & Recognition 
(R&R) scheme. During 2021 R&R was expanded. 
Partners are recognised for the contributions they 
make to the business – whether this is taking on 
additional tasks within the area they work in or 
assuming responsibilities in extra workstreams, 
such as the Partnership Council or the recently 
formed Environmental & Sustainability and Charity 
Groups. In 2021, this was extended further with 
the opportunity for Partners to provide upward 
feedback to highlight to their line manager their 
key contributions, as well as the introduction of a 
360-degree feedback mechanism for key leaders 
in the business.

Within Aquascot we continue to offer Scottish 
Vocational Qualifications (SVQs) programmes for 
Partners from various departments. This is run 
on an annual basis, ranging from 8-10 delegates 
containing 10 key units (relevant to their job role). 

The purpose of the SVQ programme is two-fold: 
it gives Partners who want a development 
opportunity an initial building block in their career 
development, but also provides a platform for 
raising the standards of our Health & Safety, and 
the Food Safety standards that are critical to food 
manufacturing companies.

Personal welfare issues have increased through 
COVID-19, especially around mental health. 
In 2020/21, Aquascot created and trained a 
volunteer group of Mental Health First Aiders 
across all parts of the company, providing a  
much-needed confidential support for Partners 
who are struggling at home.

Within Aquascot it was recognised that to 
meet our strategic goals we needed to invest 
significantly within our broader Leadership Teams. 
This began in 2020, within the Leadership Team 
(Head of Departments and Directors) undertaking 
a series of upskilling coaching workshops. 

The purpose of this approach was to begin the 
transition from a ‘command and control’ form 
of leadership to the more effective ‘coaching’ 
leadership style required to meet our needs as 
an EO business in terms of ‘servant’ leadership 
approach to business, which we can only do if 
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In 2021, the recently formed Aquascot Charity Group 
made a commitment to make positive changes in our 
community, which involved volunteering, building our 
relationships with local schools and making donations  
to charities which share our values.

OUR PLACE IN THE COMMUNITY

As well as giving back, our aim in the community 
is to promote our company as a great place to 
work, as a provider of learning opportunities and 
to provide our people from different areas of the 
business the opportunity to come together.

In September 2021, staff from Aquascot, 
New Wave Foods and an external company 
GreenTweed Eco, volunteered for a local beach 
clean-up operation to great success (see below).

Another great community initiative was the chance 
to help out at the Christmas Market organised 
by The Place youth charity in Alness. This charity 
purchased a parcel of land between Aquascot’s 
two factories which is being developed for 
outdoor youth work, providing opportunities for 
young people to develop employability skills. The 
Aquascot Charity Group was keen to get involved, 
having previously donated to this charity, along 
with New Wave Foods who kindly volunteered their 

On Saturday 11 September 2021, over 20 volunteers from Aquascot and SHORE were happy to 
give a few hours of their personal time to pick up litter at various shore locations around Alness and 
Invergordon. Armed with gloves, bin bags and rubbish-pickers, the gang successfully cleared over 
300kg of rubbish from the Cromarty Firth shore – findings included shipping ropes, fishing buoys,  
a bicycle, a bubble car, a tent and the usual bottles, cans, wet wipes and packaging.

car park area to host the event, which included 
helping with the management of market stalls and 
on-site traffic control due to the fantastic turnout.

These initiatives inspired the presentation of a 
proposal to the Aquascot Leadership Team in late 
2021 to establish a volunteering programme. The 
programme would involve Group Volunteering 
events organised during Aquascot time, when 
any Partners could volunteer their time to help 
worthwhile causes. This proposal was approved 
and began in February 2022. 

To further engage with our community, the Charity 
Group have also linked up with Alness Academy, 
with the aim of showcasing our company as 
a great place to work and encouraging young 
talent to join our company after they leave school. 
We prepared a presentation and presented to a 
large group of 5th year students on the 19th of 
November. This presentation covered what we do, 
our journey, achievements, employee ownership, 
our people, our products, and opportunities. We 
also brought in Aquascot and SHORE products 
for the students to try which went down well. 

Following on from our engagement with the 
schools, we have embarked on a work experience 
programme, with our first student scheduled to 
join Aquascot in 2022 to work in the NPD kitchen.

Also of note in 2021, Alness 
was one of a selected few towns 
in Scotland to be given Climate 
Action Town status by the 
Scottish Government. 

Several of our Partners have been engaged 
from the beginning of this process which will help 
prepare Alness for changes due to global warming.

In 2021, Aquascot continued its support of various 
charities which share values similar to our own. 
These long-standing relationships are important  
to us and the heart-warming feedback provided 
by some of the charitable bodies are a credit to 
our company.
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CLOSING STATEMENT & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The road to success is a bumpy one, and in this 
sense 2021 was an eventful year, packed with 
wins but also some setbacks. 2022 will see us 
building on our coaching culture to develop our 
Partners in their roles and also, more broadly, 
helping them succeed wherever their passion 
and interests may take them. We aim for more 
cohesion and synergies between the mothership 
Aquascot and sister company SHORE, as best 
practices are developed and adopted.

But most of all, we will keep Partner safety and 
wellbeing at the core of what we do. COVID-19 is 
not yet behind us, so it is necessary that we keep 
the measures in place to ensure our production 
levels are met, while our Partners stay healthy, 
both mentally and physically. Ambition is integral 

to our ways of working, and we believe it is only 
by coming together as a team and welcoming 
innovative ideas that we will thrive in the 
competitive Food & Drink sector.

Thank you again to everyone who contributed to 
creating this extensive report, the first we hope of 
many more to come in the future.

Thanks for reading… and see you next year.

The Trust Report Committee 
Dennis Overton, Chair of the Trust  
Craig Moffat, Secretary of the Trust  
Justine Fourny, Category & Marketing Officer, Aquascot

As one of Scotland’s larger,  
indigenous employee-owned businesses, 
it is important for us to spread the good 
word of the employee ownership culture. 
The best way of doing that is leading  
by example. 

We believe our values are not only aspirational but lived through and practiced on a daily basis.  
Being honest and transparent is true to our hearts, and we hope this report helps clarify our strategy  
to a wider audience, whilst engaging with our Partners internally.
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